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PREFACE 

Lillian Roybal Rose, a prominent culturaI diversity consultant, once told a 

California Community Colleges conference, "Et's one thing to have a multicultural 

education. It's another to experience it." [Lynch, 1995: 671 

The concept of cultural diversity and a l l  the attendant issues have special meaning 

for me because I am one of those to truly "experience it'" 1 am a mititary brat from 

Alabama who attended Kindergaden in Japan and High School in Hawaii. The military 

brat experience is by itself a multiculturall one; a laboratory in which children from a 

genuine sampling af family backgrounds - weaIth, race, geograplly - socialize on a level 

playing field. An unforgivingly democratic playing field on which the factors that affect 

one's status and success are overwhelmingly those which are truly portable: the traits, 

talents and character incubated and carried within (even the due given to external factor 

of longevity - the old kids on the block - is mitigated by the frequent moves, thirteen 

times in eighteen years in my own case). However, a seties of moves between unusually 

contrasting locales and environments made my particular experience even more 

multicultural than the usual one. 

Coming to sentient awareness during four years in Japan was merely incidental, 

although my parents maximized the experience by striking a deep family friendship with 

two Japanese families; an involvement intimate enough to ruin me at least to the extent of 

setting my basic tastes in food to an appetite which wi13 be forever expensive to satisfy. 

Also incidental was a quickly subsequent s i x  month stretch in Selma, Alabama, as my 

father climbed telephone poles outside of the military. {Fortunately, I can at least balance 

off the costs of my craving for tempura with the equaIIy primordial, but much cheaper, 



appetite for field peas, cayenne peppers and a white cornbread uncontaminated by sugar). 

And I consider absolutely irrelevant my extremely coincidental adult experience of 

having worked almost exclusively for minority and female bosses in organizations often 

led by females and rninori ties, or my intimate collegiate association with a Deep South 

Black Fraternity and the Arab Student Association. No, far more responsible for my 

"multicultural experience" than all of the rest of my nomadic existence was the stint I 

sewed as the Teen Age Haole Boy in Hawaii. This was the harsh stint in which I had to 

explicitly deal with the living embodiment of the worst case (US. bounded) scenario 

predicted in the multicultural literature. 

I could net have been more prepared for Mililani Town than was Alice for 

Wonderland. A decision to live on the economy away from the military community, 

though quirky, would have represented the exact extent of the boldness of my parent's 

unconventionality. They would have never, consciously, deli berate! y, have chosen to 

establish a symbolic racial beachhead on unwelcoming territory. But that indeed was the 

role they unwittingly chose for their children, except in this case there existed no 

sympathetic comer to root for the success of these white kids in the multicultural 

paradise, About a dozen distinct races coexist in the public schools, ranging from the 

often gentle, giant Samoans to the small, intense Portuguese Filipinos, to the 

pathologically proud Koreans. None of them get along especially well, but one notion 

'round which they abl can rally is that white kids with mainland manners are to be neither 

welcomed nor accommodated. 



Alice Self dreadfullql puzzled. The Har ier 's remark seemed to have no sort of 

meaning in it, and yet it was certninly English. ' I  don7 quite undersfand you, " 

she said, as politely as she cotdd. [Carroll 1 865: eh. 71 

The yearlong experience at school in Mililani Town was simply day after day of 

being rocked and knocked about in a typhoon of incomprehensible cultural winds. 

Everyone seemed to speak EngIisb, but no matter what I thought I heard, i t  wasn't what 

was meant. No matter what I said or did, i t  was the wrong thing. Each day a fresh slew 

of misunderstandings further widened the cognitive dissonance burdening my psyche. At 

the first week I was dazed and confused. I had always been considered a quite likable 

kid, but here I was not passing the initiation (specific examples of this are still too 

embarrassing to describe). Even adults on my paper route counseled me to give up my 

Haole ways (as I made my rounds collecting the subscription fees), and so with a11 the 

existentialist effort a 14 year old could muster, I strove to identify and mark these ways 

for a possible session with a cautey. Nonetheless, at the end of six months, terminal 

ostracism had set in and I quietly but firmly insisted that we move away. 

Viewed objectively, our move was from a well-to-do, desirable area to a more 

corrupt and vioIent schooI district: when my white physics teacher got dragged out of his 

classroom, before my eyes, by his hair for daring to complain about the noise of the craps 

dice bouncing against the classroom wall that he shared with the boys room, none of the 

multicultural teachers who saw the event broke the taboo against helping him out or 

bearing witness. More typically: "Rockyvt, a pint sized, dirt blonde-headed, white 

skinned 'hoke" of Portuguese descent who ruled the high school due to his smart mouth 

-V- 



and a choice of friends that reached into the local adult underworld, got an overdue verbal 

comeuppance one day by a tall black military kid in the classroom. The PE teacher, who 

along with Rocky and everyone else sat fairly silent the rest of that day, delayed his 

arrival to class by twenty minutes on the next. The same twenty minutes it took for a 

grim Pacific Islander to walk in and escort the "mainland" Black kid, who knew better 

than to resist, out of the classroom and over to the bike rack in the common area right 

outside the door, and bend h im over it so that Rocky, waiting there, could pound on the 

back of his thick afro for awhile with his tiny fists. T h i s  in full view of several 

classrooms and teachers (Fortunately Rocky actually liked the guy, so he got off easy 

with just this bit of public humiliation). The claim that such days at my new school were 

typical cannot help but sound like an exaggeration to anyone who wasn't there. 

But ironically, unlike the safer enclave I I~ad fled, here in Ithe pit of disharmony I 

fairly thrived. I had figured out the local ways enough, from my first experience, that I 

even recouped from an early misstep of improperly wording my decline of a daily request 

far money as I passed by the Filipino restroom; a mistake made clear to me in the 

confines of that restsoom into which 1 was quickly whisked by a small Filipino gang. My 

hard learned adaptability was demonstrated by my subsequent befriendment of the leader 

of that particular gang, and he eventually gave me friendly advice on how to handle 

similar situations. I ended up having a darn good time and became increasingly 

entranced by the complex rhythms and undercurrents of the place. Not only did I not bail 

out of the  public school system as did many others from the "mainland", but when the 

time came to leave the Islands, I did not want to go. 



If I can attribute my false start at the first school to any one psychologicaf factor, 

it would be that of arriving unburdened with any preconceived notions regarding the 

nature of the local populace. "Unburdened" turned out to mean unarmed, as I had a 

particularly difficult time overcoming an ingrained resistance to forming or acting on 

stereotypes. Only when I allowed myself to generalize behaviors to groups, i.e, form 

stereotypes, and continuously and reiteratively refine these generalizations through 

observations could I finally break the code to being able to see the inter-group dynamics 

going on all about me. With each revelation came a deeper appreciation, enjoyment and 

respect for a very rich cultural mix that to a newcomer only registers in shades of "mean". 

And the more true respect, from true understanding, I gained for these others, the more I 

was willing to modify my own cultural signals to conform to their interpretations. 

The compulsion of White southern kids to f i l l  silence with conversation, however 

charming, does come across as babbling and false sentiment to Asian sensibiIities. 

Similarly irritating to that sensibility is the traditional use of verbal sparring by young 

Black Americans, especially males, to achieve and defend status. What to the American 

Black youth is a time-honored means of winning status, is to the Asian teenager in 

Hawaii an abuse of a privilege resewed for a status already gained. Although this taboo 

against speaking out of turn went against the grain of "mainlanders" of most any race, a 

chance of getting along, much less thriving, could occur only after the taboo was 

identified and then properly acknowledged. 

Giving the majority culture its due in this and other regards did not leave me 

feeling diminished or assimilated. Rather it gave me a greater feeling of control over my 

enviroment and the power of having a broader perspective. It may seem a paradox that 



1 had to give the group its due in order to truly see, understand, and befriend the 

individual. However, this idea that seeing the forest can be a step towards knowing the 

trees is shared by some academics who acknowledge that stereotyping is a fairly pure 

manifestation of inductive reasoning. [Seligman, 1997: 1 141 

Twenty years later I attended my first mandatory cultural diversity training class 

at a State agency in the heart of Texas in order to learn how to get along and be 

accommodating in a culturally diverse workplace. Some of it consisted of tele-dramas of 

interactions between workers of different races. These demonstrated shged exceptions to 

cultural generalizations that we therefore were to assume invalidated those 

generaIizations. No pretense was made that these were reenactments of specific and 

actual incidents, merely scripts from a human imagination. A subsequent part of the 

training, in oblivious contradiction to the other lesson, dwelled on the necessity to change 

the way we behave in the workplace culture to accommodate these new and different 

workers; workers who behaved in, urn, certain general manner. After Ehe training ended, 

I could not help but reflect that if I only could have had the benefit of such cultural 

diversity training before wandering in as a babe into the Hawaiian multicultural 

wilderness, had on1 y been inoculated further against the onset of inductive reasoning, had 

only been trained in the finer arts of patronizing behaviors, then maybe, just maybe, I 

could have gotten myself kiIled. 

A final personal note: In performing a review of the literature, 1 discovered that 

most of the books and articles readily available on the subject of cultural diversity were 

published by and for an industry of cultural diversity consultants and proponents. 

Although the theoretical framework of the worst of these extends no further than bashing 



what is perceived as the majority culture, and romanticizing those who are not, the most 

high-minded of them are aimed to prevent anyone from having the cultural assimilation 

misadventures that I had. They aim to change the behaviors, if not the heart and mind, of 

the larger culture to accommodate new members. However, as I Iook back, 1 truly 

believe that I am a better person by having had to adjust as a minority in a strange and 

different majority culture; I gained more from the experience than the numbers who 

bailed out to the artificial bubbles of private schooks in order to rc-enact their former 

lifestyles. And if I had the power to change (and diminish) that disconcerting majority 

culture just so I could have had an easier time of it, I simply would not. 
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